BCN Realigns Executive Leadership Team to Expand Upon Growth

MORRISTOWN, NJ — July 14, 2016

BCN, a privately held and management owned, nationwide CLEC, has announced the realignment of the
Company’s executive leadership team. Dick Boudria, BCN Chairman and CEO, announced the new
leadership team to further position BCN to expand upon its current growth trajectory through continued
executive leadership and focus on its service offering, distribution channels and underlying service
delivery infrastructure.
The new executive leadership team will be comprised of Richard Boudria Jr., President, Julian Jacquez,
Chief Operating Officer, and Richard Schmeling, Chief Financial Officer. These three senior executives
will report directly to the Chairman and CEO.
"I am confident that this is the right leadership team to continue our corporate growth strategy and
brand presence within the agent channel. The new executive team will capitalize on their knowledge,
expertise and experience in delivering customer configured solutions to larger multi-location
businesses," said Dick Boudria. “The tremendous growth we have experienced as a Company is due in
large part to their strong commitment to ensuring the success of BCN, their understanding of our overall
business and the deep expertise they bring to their individual areas of responsibility.”
As President Boudria Jr. will play a pivotal role in all facets of the business and will focus on extending
the Company’s track record of growth and service excellence. He joined BCN in 2006 and brings a wealth
of experience along with strategic partner and customer relationships from his previous management
roles as Director of Agent Sales, Vice President of Sales, and most recently Executive Vice President.
Julian Jacquez joined BCN in 2004 following an acquisition-based transaction with BCN. Jacquez, most
recently an Executive Vice President, will continue to be responsible for network carrier relationships,
product and process development, margin assurance, carrier cost auditing and corporate contract
management. His role is being expanded to include product and service delivery, service maintenance
and repair, end-user billing, as well as overseeing BCN’s corporate IT infrastructure.
Richard Schmeling, Chief Financial Officer, will continue to manage and lead the company's finance and
accounting organizations, as well as the collections, regulatory compliance and tax reporting groups.
Schmeling will also continue to maintain the primary legal, banking and audit relationships of the
company.

About BCN
BCN is a privately held telecom service provider with corporate headquarters in Morristown, NJ. The
Company enables telecommunications agents to define and deliver advanced connectivity solutions
that bring simplicity to inherently complex multi-location, multi-network customer opportunities. BCN
specializes in multi-product aggregation based on a portfolio of over 75 unique wholesale network
partners.
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